Sport Rules Process – Canada
Special Olympics Canada Summer/Winter Games

3-4 weeks post Games

Rule Change Form sent to Chapters to disseminate to their coaches

1 month to complete

Chapters send completed forms to SOC for review

SOC compiles all requests and reaches out to NSO to obtain their latest
set of rules and confirm whether any significant changes could be coming

Conference calls are set up for each sport (a max of two people per
Chapter are invited to join the call with only one allowed to speak and
vote). NSO representative also invited to join the call to answer
questions/give clarifications.

Notes and recommendations for the calls are compiled and shared with
our Canadian Sport Council (CSC) as well as the NSO representative. All
potential rule changes must be voted on and only if there is a majority
vote is it accepted and added to the rule book.

Finalized rule books are posted to the SOC website and sent to the NSOs

Note: SOC follows NSO/IF rules and SOI rules for sports without an official NSO. SOC rule books only
specify any changes or adaptations to the NSO/IF rules. If the NSO/IF rules change in the course of a
Games cycle, or if a change/addition needs to be made for safety reasons then SOC would bring this
forward to CSC for consideration. Updates to the rules mid-cycle would only be made if there was a
majority vote by the CSC.
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Process for rule change requests to SOI – Canada
SRAC form sent to Chapters to disseminate to their coaches

Chapters send completed forms to SOC for review

SOC compiles all requests and sends to CSC for review. All
recommendations are voted on by the CSC and any that pass with a
majority vote are submitted to the SRAC for consideration.

Definitions:
Canadian Sport Council (CSC):
The Canadian Sport Council is the link between the SOC Sport staff and the provincial/territorial
chapters. The CSC is responsible to consider and make recommendations to the Canadian Leadership
Council (CLC) on sport and program development and delivery matters affecting the
provincial/territorial chapters and national initiatives. Decisions related to sport technical matters may
be made by the CSC without requiring approval by the CLC. In addition to broad over-arching
responsibilities, the CSC’s key areas of focus are sport development, athlete development, competition
development and coach development.
National Sport Organizations (NSOs): Canada’s National Sport Governing Bodies

Note: SOC follows NSO/IF rules and SOI rules for sports without an official NSO. SOC rule books only
specify any changes or adaptations to the NSO/IF rules. If the NSO/IF rules change in the course of a
Games cycle, or if a change/addition needs to be made for safety reasons then SOC would bring this
forward to CSC for consideration. Updates to the rules mid-cycle would only be made if there was a
majority vote by the CSC.
March 2022

